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SWEET, SAVORY, DELICIOUS. Think you have to give up
baking on a low carb or keto diet? Think again! Grab an
apron and your favorite mixing bowl and get ready to dive in
as Carolyn Ketchum brings her passion for low-carb baking to
life in The Ultimate Guide to Keto Baking. The creator of the
popular blog All Day I Dream About Food and the author of
several beloved cookbooks, Carolyn is famous for her
delectable recipes for low-carb baked goods. With this
comprehensive cookbook dedicated to ketogenic baking, you
too can create mouthwatering baked goods that will satisfy
every craving while maintaining your healthy lifestyle. Your
family and friends may not even realize that these recipes are
keto! Carolyn Ketchum’s mission is to prove to the world that
special diets need not be boring or restrictive. When
gestational diabetes forced her to begin watching her carb
intake, she channeled her passion for baking and cooking
into creating low-carb versions of her favorite treats. It’s
astonishing what you can do with a bag of almond flour, a
stick of butter, and a willingness to experiment. The Ultimate
Guide to Keto Baking is an astoundingly comprehensive
resource for baking without sugar, wheat flour, or other highcarb ingredients. Carolyn has spent years honing her lowcarb baking techniques, and in this book she shares all her
secrets. In addition to an extensive review of low-carb baking
ingredients and tools, she includes more than 150 thoroughly
tested recipes for sweet and savory baked goods, from
everyday cookies to special occasion cakes and pies to
breads, crackers, and even pizza. Sample Recipes Include: •
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Chocolate Mayonnaise Layer Cake • Marble Cheesecake •
Dairy-Free Chocolate Chip Skillet Cookie • Key Lime Pie
Bars • Maple-Glazed Donuts • Cheddar Garlic Drop Biscuits
• Chewy Keto Bagels • Tomato Ricotta Tart • Summer Berry
Cobbler No matter what you want to bake, The Ultimate
Guide to Keto Baking has you covered with a wide variety of
sweet and savory treats. With this comprehensive cookbook,
you can create mouthwatering low-carb goodies that will
satisfy every craving while nourishing your body, mind, and
soul.
From the powerhouse blogger behind Detoxinistadotcom,
here are 100 quick, affordable, and delicious whole-food
recipes that make it easy for you and your family to follow a
healthy lifestyle. In No Excuses Detox, Megan Gilmore
presents a collection of satisfying, family-friendly recipes
developed with speed, convenience, and optimum digestion
in mind. Because enjoying what you eat on a daily basis is
crucial to maintaining health goals, these recipes for comfort
food favorites--from Freezer Oat Waffles, Butternut Mac n’
Cheese, Quinoa Pizza, Loaded Nacho Dip, and Avocado
Caesar Salad to Frosty Chocolate Shakes, No-Bake Brownie
Bites, and Carrot Cake Cupcakes—taste just as good as their
traditional counterparts, but are healthier versions packed
with nutrients. Megan Gilmore sharply identifies many of the
reasons people fail to stick to a healthy diet—too busy, budget
conscious, cooking for picky eaters, concerns about taste or
fullness, and more—addressing them head on and offering
simple solutions. This beautifully packaged and artfully
photographed book gives readers no excuse to not eat well
year-round.
Presents a selection of more than two hundred easy-to-follow
recipes for pies, cookies, breads, sherbets, custards--all
sweetened with fruit and fruit juices, without a spoonful of
sugar
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A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become the favorite
family chef with 100 tested, perfected, and family approved
recipes. The healthy cookbook for every meal of the day:
Once upon a time, Jenn Segal went to culinary school and
worked in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later
she created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that applies
her tried and true chef skills with delicious, fresh, and
approachable ingredients for family friendly meals. With the
authority of a professional chef and the practicality of a busy
working mom, Jenn shares 100 recipes that will up your
kitchen game while surprising you with their ease. • Helpful
tips on topics such as how to season correctly with salt, how
to balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. •
Great recipes for easy weeknight family dinners kids will love,
indulgent desserts, fun cocktails, exciting appetizers, and
more. • Jenn Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly recipes from a
chef's point of view. Her recipes have been featured on
numerous websites, magazines, and television programs.
Fans of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh
She Glows, Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love
Once Upon a Chef, the Cookbook. With 100 tested,
perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful tips and
tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast favorites like
Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham &
Cheese Waffles • Simple soups, salads and sandwiches for
ideal lunches like the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired with
Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches •
Entrées the whole family will love like Buttermilk Fried
Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those casual get togethers
like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans
• Go to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic
Chocolate Lover's Birthday Cake
'Hi, my name is Davina, and I'm a sugar addict . . .' Davina
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McCall loves a challenge. And giving up sugar has been one
of her toughest yet. In this beautiful cookbook, Davina shares
her favourite super-healthy recipes that have helped her kick
the sugar habit and cut out junk food for good. These recipes:
*are easy to make but taste amazing *contain the foods that
help you look and feel great *have no long lists of scary, hardto-find ingredients This is real food for real life! 5 WEEKS TO
SUGAR-FREE also includes a 5 week meal planner that
works towards curbing sweet cravings and cutting out all
processed foods. Davina is no guru, she's one of us, so her
plan also includes pudding recipes that help the most sweettoothed chocoholic kick the added sugar habit. Simple,
delicious and brimming with flavour, these recipes take the
faff out of sugar-free!
Clean Cakes is the ultimate cookbook for anyone who enjoys
baking as well as experimenting with new and alternative
ingredients. It provides a wealth of ideas for cooking
everything from spectacular cakes, energy-boosting muffins
and wholesome loaves to stunning raw desserts and
scrumptious tarts and pies, with distinctive flavour
combinations and original twists on established classics. It will
prove invaluable for anyone who for health or lifestyle
reasons wants to eliminate gluten, dairy or refined sugar from
their diet but who still wants to satisfy their sweet tooth and
create their own nutritious guilt-free masterpieces. Henrietta
Inman embraces nutritious whole food ingredients that are
unprocessed, unrefined, natural, seasonal and local wherever
possible. The first section shows how to stock your Clean
Cakes larder, as well as including foundation recipes such as
cashew cream, nut butters and homemade jams. Next come
over 75 beautifully photographed recipes, from rich chocolate
brownies, a show-stopping courgette, basil, lime and
pistachio layer cake and raw desserts to five grain omega mix
granola bars, spectacular fruit pies and enticing savoury tarts.
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These recipes are for everyone and show that cooking
healthily doesn’t have to mean compromising on flavour.
Dessert lovers, rejoice! Yes, on a healthy ketogenic diet, you
can have your cake and eat it, too. In Easy Keto Desserts,
bestselling author Carolyn Ketchum shows you how to enjoy
the sweet side of keto with a variety of delectable dessert
recipes. She brings her considerable expertise in low-carb,
grain-free baking to this book and invites you to
indulge—healthfully. We live in a sugar-filled world, and
temptation is all around us. Birthday parties, holidays, and the
office break room are veritable minefields of sugar and
excess carbohydrates. No one wants to feel deprived, and
Easy Keto Desserts proves that you don't have to. This
collection of low-carb, high-fat sweet treats will help you resist
the siren call of sugar without sacrificing flavor or texture.
Don’t be surprised if you find that you don't want to share!
Easy Keto Desserts includes more than 50 easy-to-make
recipes along with full-color photos, detailed instructions, and
helpful tips for spectacular results. Oh, how sweet it is.
The potentially toxic effects of sugar are now well known. This
book shows how you can still eat the food you enjoy by
replacing sugar with a natural sugar substitute. You?ll find
sugar-free, and therefore healthier, recipes for: - Brownies Muffins - Sponge cakes and fruit cakes - Scones, pies and
tarts The delicious recipes in this book use xylitol as a natural
sugar substitute, because it has benefits for your teeth, and
for those with diabetes, and is much less fattening than
sugar. Because xylitol is as sweet as sugar, you can use
exactly the same amount of xylitol as you would use sugar in
your baking recipes.

In this timely, unique cookbook, America's Test
Kitchen tackles the monumental challenge of
creating foolproof, great-tasting baked goods that
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contain less sugar and rely only on natural
alternatives to white sugar. White sugar is one of the
most widely demonized health threats out there,
even more than fat, and consumers are increasingly
interested in decreasing the amount of sugar they
use and also in using less-processed natural
sweeteners. But decreasing or changing the sugar in
a recipe can have disastrous results: Baked goods
turn out dry, dense, and downright inedible. We
address these issues head-on with 120 foolproof,
great-tasting recipes for cookies, cakes, pies and
more that reduce the overall sugar content by at
least 30% and rely solely on more natural
alternatives to white sugar.
From LA's trendy bakery comes the new definitive
grain-free baking book that makes eating paleo,
gluten-free, and dairy-free diets a lot sweeter for
home bakers. From the beginning, Sweet Laurel has
been about making sweet things simple. The recipes
here are indulgent yet healthful. They use just a few
quality ingredients to create delicious desserts that
benefit your body; all of these treats are paleo, and
many are vegan and raw. From Matcha Sandwich
Cookies to Salted Lemon Meringue Pie to Classic
German Chocolate Cake, these treats are at once
uncomplicated, beautiful, and satisfying, made only
with wholesome ingredients such as almonds,
coconut, cacao, and dates. Here, too, are basic
staple recipes to keep with you, like grain-free vanilla
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extract and vegan caramel, and fancy finishes, like
paleo sprinkles and dairy-free ice cream. Whether
you’re looking for simpler recipes, seeking a better
approach to dessert, or struggling with an allergy
that has prevented you from enjoying sweets, Sweet
Laurel will change the way you bake.
DIETS & DIETING. AUSTRALIAN. We all know that
we should decrease our sugar intake, but the
assumption is that if you give up sugar, you are
giving up desserts and treats-this is just not the
case! In my Sugar Free Baking cookbook, all of the
recipes are free of white sugar and have absolutely
no hidden sugars such as honey, agave, coconut
sugar, fruit juice concentrate or rice malt sugar.
Every recipe is sweetened with sugar free 100%
natural Perfect Sweet xylitol. This means you can
truly have your cake and eat it too!
The proprietress of beloved bakery BabyCakes NYC
provides recipes for a variety of healthy, but tasty,
treats, including Red Velvet Cupcakes, Chocolate
Shortbread Scones With Caramelized Bananas,
Strawberry Shortcake and more, in a book sprinkled
with ringing celebrity endorsements.
Provides more than 120 recipes specifically
designed for people on low-carb or sugar-free diets,
including individuals with diabetes, as well as
shopping strategies and tips on making wise choices
when eating out. Original.
Life’s too short to feel guilty about eating cake...
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Low-fat and low-calorie baking doesn’t have to
mean filling your cakes with artificial sweeteners or
bland low-fat substitutes. Instead, delight in guilt-free
goodies that use innovative and healthy ways to add
flavour and texture, so you won’t feel that all the fun
bits have disappeared! Gee Charman is from the
new school of low-fat baking. Focusing on using
healthy ingredients with fantastic flavours, as well as
good fats that actually help you to lose weight, she
gives you cakes and cookies, tarts and tray bakes,
and fondants and frostings that you can eat to your
heart’s content. Rather than filling her bakes with
artificial sweeteners or bland low-fat substitutes, she
finds ingenious ways to add flavour and texture to
low-fat cakes. Try Chocolate Cupcakes, for example,
made with a delicious melted dark chocolate and
avocado frosting (full of healthy flavanols and
essential fatty acids), use tofu to create a soft,
creamy Raspberry Ripple Cheesecake, or add
rosemary to a low-fat Plum & Almond Tart to make it
taste divine. Whether you want to whip up a simple
treat for a rainy day, create a show-stopping spread
for a party, or enjoy a romantic, indulgent dessert,
this book will show you how you can have your cake
and eat it!
With lots of lovely, healthy recipes for sugar-free
desserts, cookies, cakes, puddings and rich
chocolatey delights to choose from, you will be
spoiled for choice, when it comes to satisfying those
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taste buds. There is something for everyone, from
traditional family favourites like Apple & Blackberry
Pie, Summer Pudding and Rhubarb Crumble to
innovative energy balls, pies and brownies, using
natural sweetness and low carb ingredients.
Whether you are avoiding refined sugar, honey and
syrups, steering clear of too much fructose or even
starting a low-carb diet you
FROM THE AUTHOR OF OUR KOREAN KITCHEN,
WINNER OF THE OBSERVER FOOD MONTHLY'S
'BEST NEW COOKBOOK AWARD' 2016, AND
FORTNUM & MASON'S 'COOKERY BOOK'
AWARD 2016 In this beautiful full-colour cookbook,
award-winning author Jordan Bourke shows you how
simple it is to make nourishing breads; savoury tarts
and bakes; and indulgent yet wholesome sweet
treats. Reclaiming 'healthy' for what it really means nutritious, balanced food made from natural
ingredients - these are recipes to bring joy and
flavour back into your baking and beyond. Alongside
sumptuous 'regular' bakes - such as the perfect
Sourdough bread, Caramelised Onion, Sweet Potato
and Rye Tart, and Italian Strawberry and Chocolate
Chunk Cake - Jordan also gives ancient grains and
pickles a western update, revealing how easy it is to
make abundant salads, bubbling ferments, seasonal
preserves and more. Healthy Baking provides over
100 nourishing and mouth-watering ways to revive
and reinvent cooking at home. Using alternatives to
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refined sugar and featuring lots of options to make
recipes gluten- and dairy-free, you'll quickly discover
how ferments and grains can invigorate your cooking
- from cultivating the perfect sourdough starter to
creating delicious salads and decadent cakes.
Sugar-free no longer equals taste-free! Popular food
blogger Brenda Bennett uses natural sweeteners like
honey and coconut sugar to create delicious and
wholesome recipes that will satisfy even the pickiest of
eaters, such as French Toast Sticks, Crock Pot Pulled
Pork, and Chocolate Fudge Tart. You and your family will
finally enjoy all the foods you love--without the guilt.
Welcome desserts back into your life without
compromising your health. In Bake to Be Fit's Secretly
Healthy Desserts, Sarah Lynn makes it easy to enjoy all
your favorite desserts and comfort foods while prioritizing
your health, achieving your fitness goals, and feeling
your best. This cookbook has something for everyone,
including those who enjoy gluten-free, grain-free, sugarfree, keto, or plant-based recipes, or even those who
simply want to make small changes towards a healthier
way of eating. The goal of every recipe is to taste
incredibly indulgent while using only healthy, real?food
ingredients with no refined sugar, wheat, gluten, or soy.
Recipes include: • Triple-Layer Chocolate Cake •
Pumpkin Spice Latte Cupcakes • Keto Chocolate Chip
Pound Cake • High-Protein Cheesecake • Brownie
Batter-Filled Cookie Cups • Cookie Dough Fudge •
Brown Butter Blondies • Plant-Based Chocolate Chip
Cookies • Keto Sugar Cookies • and a variety of
frostings, fillings, and toppings! Using healthier
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alternatives means these recipes tend to be higher in
protein and lower in calories, carbs, and sugar, so you
can incorporate delicious treats into your daily diet
without sacrificing your health or fitness goals.
This inspiring new book will help you remove refined
sugar from your cooking where it really matters - in
sweet puddings and cakes! Here are irresistible yet
healthy desserts using nutritious ingredients - all are zerosugar but many are lower gluten, lower dairy, vegan and
paleo-friendly too. Ysanne's tried and tested recipes
don't simply replace sugar with chemical substitutes, but
use natural and unprocessed sweeteners. Satisfy your
sweet craving with gooey puddings, crumbly fruit pies,
chilled parfaits, creamy cheesecakes and cacao
chocolate candies: here are ideas for families, teatimes
and dinner parties, and treats that everyone will love.
The first gluten-free baking book from legendary bread
maker and James Beard Award-winning author Peter
Reinhart, with 80 world-class recipes suitable for wheat
sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar dieters. The
first gluten-free baking book from legendary bread maker
and James Beard Award-winning author Peter Reinhart,
with 80 world-class recipes suitable for wheat sensitive,
diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar dieters. Amazing, easyto-make recipes that revolutionize baking for wheat
sensitive, diabetic, and low-carb/low-sugar cooks. After
more than two decades of research into gluten-free
baking, bestselling author and legendary bread maker
Peter Reinhart and his baking partner Denene Wallace
deliver more than eighty world-class recipes for delicious
breads, pastries, cookies, cakes, and more in The Joy of
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Gluten-Free, Sugar-Free Baking. Carefully crafted for
anyone who is gluten sensitive, diabetic, or needs to
reduce carbs to prevent illness or lose weight, these
forgiving recipes taste just as good as the original wheat
versions—and are easier to bake than traditional breads.
By using readily available or home-ground nut and seed
flours and alternative and natural sweeteners as the
foundation for their groundbreaking style of baking,
Reinhart and Wallace avoid the carb-heavy starch
products commonly found in gluten-free baking.
Additionally, each recipe can easily be made vegan by
following the dairy and egg substitution guidelines.
Bakers of all skill levels will have no trouble creating
incredibly flavorful baked goods, such as: • Toasting
Bread, Banana Bread, Nutty Zucchini Bread, and many
styles of pizza and focaccia • Cheddar Cheese and
Pecan Crackers, Herb Crackers, Garlic Breadsticks, and
pretzels • Blueberry-Hazelnut Muffins, Lemon and
Poppy Seed Scones, and pancakes and waffles •
Coconut-Pecan Cookies, Lemon Drop Cookies, Biscotti,
and Peanut Butter Cup Cookies • Brownies and
Blondies, Cinnamon-Raisin Coffee Cake, Pound Cake
with Crumb Topping, and Carrot Cake with Cream
Cheese Frosting • Apple Crumble Pie, Pumpkin Pie,
Berry Pie, and Vanilla, Chocolate, or Banana Cream Pie
With Reinhart and Wallace’s careful attention to
ingredients and balancing of flavors, these delicious
gluten-free baked goods with a glycemic load of nearly
zero will satisfy anyone’s craving for warm bread or
decadent cake.
The Ketogenic diet is on the rise and for good reason.
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It’s one of the fastest ways to not only lose weight and
keep it off, but reduce brain fog, increase mental clarity,
balance hormones and blood sugar levels, increase
energy levels, reduce inflammation and eliminate sugar
and carb cravings. Whether you’re just trying to remove
sugar from your life, or just learning to eat low carb or
even if you’ve been doing keto for a long time, Naturally
Keto will bring you recipes that satisfy and inspire you,
that even the novice cook can make with nothing too
complicated or fancy or hard to find ingredients. This
book provides you keto friendly family meals that
everyone will love, even the picky ones. Brenda Bennett,
popular food blogger Sugar Free Mom, knows what it’s
like to struggle with sugar and carb addiction and what
it’s like to be doing keto alone without her husband
following the diet. She's found freedom in the keto
lifestyle and the ability to make recipes the whole family
will eat. No need to cook differently for your kids and
make separate meals for yourself. Naturally Keto
includes a wide variety of over 125 recipes from
breakfast to desserts, many dairy free and nut free, as
well as a 4-week meal plan, a beginner’s guide to
starting keto, tips on dealing with a reluctant spouse,
kitchen essentials, dining out and fool proof fabulous
recipes for entertaining a non- low carb crowd. Naturally
Keto features something for everyone, no matter what
your taste or dietary need and includes: 50 plus Dairy
Free Recipes and many with Dairy Free-Options 75 EggFree Recipes Over 115 that are nut free!
Experience the happiest side of life through beautiful,
nourishing foods. Ashley Melillo believes in enjoying a
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wide array of wholesome foods in order to
thrive—physically, mentally, and emotionally. For her
blog, Blissful Basil, she finds innovative ways to use
plants for fun, flavorful dishes that keep her readers
coming back. Her gorgeous debut cookbook brings
brand-new recipes, plus a handful of signature dishes,
from her kitchen to yours. Blissful Basil focuses on
bringing out the best flavors of whole foods and features
more than 100 plant-based dishes that will delight
vegans, vegetarians, and meat-eaters alike. What's
more, most of the recipes are free from gluten, soy, and
refined sugars. Inside, you'll discover a variety of new
creations and fan favorites, including: - Raw AppleCinnamon Breakfast Parfait with Cinnamon Soft-Serve Burst Heirloom Tomato + SuperSeed Pesto Pasta Cosmically Fudgy Cacao-Tahini Brownies - Crispy
Parmesan Brussels Sprout Chips with Lemon Aioli Crispy Cauliflower Tacos with Tangy Slaw + Avocado
Crema - Pile 'Em High Epic Plant-Powered Nachos
Blissful Basil offers a vibrant journey through vegan
cooking, where delicious plant-based foods become the
colorful foundation for meals that nourish the body and
delight the senses. When you treat plants with love and a
splash of creativity, you'll discover dishes that are flavorpacked and satisfying, whether it's a quick breakfast or a
savory dinner. This is a cookbook for anyone in search of
an accessible way to cook and enjoy more delicious,
health-giving meals. Make your table a blissful place
where wonderful foods rejuvenate your body, delight
your palette, and enhance your well-being. With Blissful
Basil, each meal is a new opportunity to choose foods
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that are as beneficial as they are delectable.
HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT HEALTHY TOO Standard
baked goods come with a hefty price on your
health—weight gain, cholesterol and diabetes, as well as
allergies for many people. Sugar-Free Gluten-Free
Baking and Desserts shows how to bring taboo treats
back to the baking sheet with mouth-watering recipes
that transform diet-busting favorites into guilt-free
wonders. Following a wholesome approach that avoids
quick-metabolizing ingredients, this book presents
recipes for delicious desserts and breads that are as
satisfying as they are good for the body. Discover the
easy and tasty way to bake with healthy alternatives: •
Replace wheat with arrowroot, buckwheat or quinoa flour
• Eliminate sugar by sweetening with agave, yacon or
stevia Sugar-Free Gluten-Free Baking and Desserts
offers over 90 delicious and nutritious recipes for: •
Cinnamon Rolls • Chocolate Chip Cookies • OldFashioned Raspberry Thumbprints • Almond Joy
Truffles • Carob Chip Scones • Mexican Wedding Cakes
• Corn Bread • Peanut Butter Waffles • Zucchini Bread •
Strawberry-Rhubarb Pie • Fudge Brownies
A professional pastry chef for twenty years, Janice Feuer
has translated delicious, traditional American and French
bakery and sweet favorites into healthier, sugar-free
alternatives while maintaining the excellent taste,
lightness, texture, and appearance one would expect in
fine baked goods. Everyday favorites to celebration
specialties are included, from the classic American
Beauty Apple Pie, Cranapplenut Muffins, and Cinnamon
Swirl Raisin Bread to the rich, tempting Black Forest
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Torte, Stawberry Custard Cake, and Raspberry Cream
Roll. The author provides over 150 recipes for pies,
cakes, muffins, breads, and pastries, sweetened only
with natural, nationally-available fruit sweetener and
prepared using unbleached whole wheat or rice flour and
fresh fruits, berries, and nuts. Many of the recipes have
nondairy options and are low in cholesterol. Clear
directions explain the tips and techniques of professional
chefs to guide both the novice and the serious cook to
successful results guaranteed to please both the sweettooth and healthy conscience in us all
FABULOUS FOOD MADE HEALTHIER Eliminating
gluten and refined sugar from your diet doesn’t mean
hours in the kitchen or expensive, exotic ingredients.
Follow these smart strategies and simple techniques to
create tasty, allergy-friendly meals in no time. From
hearty breakfasts to decadent desserts, Simply Sugar &
Gluten-Free is chock-full of dishes as delicious as they
are healthy. •Banana Walnut Belgian Waffles •Carrot
and Jicama Slaw •Chewy Granola Bars •Crispy
Prosciutto Deviled Eggs •Chicken Cacciatore •Deep
Dish Lasagne •Double Chocolate Cherry Cookies
•French Onion Soup •Light and Moist Cornbread •OvenBaked Cumin Lime Tortilla Chips •Pear and Spinach
Salad with Lemon Truffle Vinaigrette •Sweet Potato and
Black Bean Tacos •Vanilla Bean Ice Cream •Veggie,
Onion, and Prosciutto Pizza Whether you’re going sugarfree and gluten-free because of an allergy or a desire to
eat healthy, this book’s nutritious, satisfying, homecooked meals will minimize weight gain and maximize
good health.
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Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and
treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction
cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes for
indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of
healthier dessert options, including some vegan and
gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney
loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's Baking Addiction,
has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers
who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's famous
recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark
Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie,
delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and
yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find triedand-true sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads
& Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies &
Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes
Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow
recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the fuss!
Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible
sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie
Addiction.
Free from dairy, sugar and gluten, these cakes are not
only good for you, they're delicious too! With recipes for
a whole host of cakes, desserts and sweet treats
including Carrot Cake with Macadamia Frosting, Salted
Caramel Brownies, Raspberry, Rose and Pistachio
Semifreddo and Raw Banana Banoffi Pie, this book is
perfect for anyone on a special diet - even if you're
gluten or lactose intolerant, vegan or diabetic you don't
need to miss out on the good things in life. All recipes
come with a taste guarantee and are easy to make from
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readily accessible ingredients, making for truly heavenly,
healthy cakes.
Shares recipes for healthy cakes, pies, pastries, cookies,
and other desserts made without sugar, dairy products,
and in some cases, eggs and gluten.
Davina McCall's delicious and healthy family recipes that
help you balance blood sugar, lose weight and feel
fantastic. 'I'm in a hurry . . . most of time. Help!!!' Life is
so busy. We're all trying to do a million and one things at
once. We know we should be watching our blood sugar
and eating smart, but most of us don't have hours to
spend in the kitchen. Davina's Sugar-Free in a Hurry is
packed with tasty refined sugar-free recipes that get
great meals on the table - fast. No fuss, no endless
chopping and stirring, just amazing food that everyone
will love. From quick suppers to indulgent weekend
specials, guilt-free snacks to fabulous cakes and
puddings, these recipes: * are free from refined sugar so
keep blood sugar in balance - no sugar cravings * use
smart carbs that help you stay healthy, look great and
keep you feeling fuller longer * include ingredients that
are easy to use and are available in supermarkets Enjoy
super quick yummy food in no time at all. Love it!
What if you CAN eat all of your favorite desserts . . . and
still be healthy and fit into your skinny jeans? Meet Katie:
a girl who eats chocolate every day and sometimes even
has cake for breakfast! When Katie's sugar habit went
too far in college and left her lacking energy, she knew
something needed to change. So she began developing
her own naturally sweet recipes and posting them online.
Soon, Katie's healthy dessert blog had become an
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Internet sensation, with over six million monthly visitors.
Now, in her first cookbook, Katie shares over 80 neverbefore-seen recipes, such as Chocolate Obsession
Cake, Peanut Butter Pudding Pops, and Ultimate
Unbaked Brownies, that use only real ingredients,
without any unnecessary fats, sugars, or empty calories.
These desserts prove once and for all that health and
happiness can go hand-in-hand-you can have your
dessert and eat it, too!
The complete guide to preparing delicious desserts: lowcarb and sugar-free! If you are counting your carbs,
diabetic, or just trying to cut back on your sugar intake,
you have probably been craving the forbidden foods:
cakes, pies, cookies, ice cream, and other desserts.
Now, pastry chef Victor Kline has created over 100
delicious recipes to satisfy the sweetest tooth...even
yours! Over 100 Low-Carb Sugar-Free Recipes
Including: * New York Style Cheesecake * Chocolate
Chip Cookies * Pumpkin Pecan Pie * Tiramisu * Fudge *
Chocolate Ice Cream * Sugar-Free Sugar Cookies *
Pound Cake * Chocolate Creme Pie * Brownies With the
introduction of some remarkable sugar substitutes like
Splenda, you can indulge in your favorite goodies without
the guilt. With easy-to-follow instructions and easy-to-find
ingredients, Cooking Well: Low-Carb, Sugar-Free
Desserts is an essential cookbook for your kitchen.
Craft a memorable celebration this holiday season with
The Christmas Cookie Cookbook. Craft a memorable
celebration this holiday season with The Christmas
Cookie Cookbook. The included 100 recipes are sure to
lift your holiday spirits, with delicious classics like
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Gingerbread Cookies, as well as new favorites like
Cardamom Cookies and other instant hits. Beautiful
4-color photography and easy-to-follow recipes makes it
easier than ever to liven up any celebration with
delectable sweets. With vegan and gluten-free recipes to
choose from, you can be confident no one feels left out
in the cold this Christmas season. From cookie swap
champions to beginner bakers, this is the perfect gift for
anyone looking to bring a hint of sweetness back to the
holidays.
Lose Weight And Cut Out Sugar With These Delicious
Sugar Free Baking Recipes! Get This Sugar Free Diet
Cookbook For A Special Discount (40% off)Plenty of
research has shown that reducing sugar in your diet is
key for losing weight, lowering your risk for cancer and
reducing inflammation among many other health
benefits. With all these wonderful benefits that reducing
sugar has on your health, you may wonder why most
people do not cut sugar out of their diet. There is a easy
yet troubling explanation for this problem, and it is that
sugar is very addictive. Like quitting smoking, eliminating
your sugar cravings can be extremely difficult. This
baking cookbook is designed to help you beat your sugar
cravings, by giving you delicious sugar free cake, cookie
and other baking recipes. These recipes will make you
forget that you are on a sugar free diet! Good luck, we
hope you enjoy these sugar free baking recipes.
2019 IACP Award Winner in the Health & Special Diet
Category 2019 James Beard Award Finalist Take control
of managing diabetes with a one-stop cookbook of
400-plus creative diabetes-friendly recipes. Meticulously
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tested recipes deliver exceptional flavor and maximum
nutrition and provide a healthy way to cook and eat that
truly benefits everyone but especially those battling
diabetes. Complete nutritional information is provided
with every recipe for easy reference. Diabetes is a health
crisis. America's Test Kitchen's urgent mission is to
provide a path to healthier eating for anyone cooking for
diabetes and encourage home cooks to get into the
kitchen with a complete collection of great-tasting
recipes. Vetted by a dietician and a doctor, all of the
more than 400 inspired recipes maximize healthy
ingredients and flavor while adhering to specific
nutritional guidelines. Enjoy every meal with fresh and
creative recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner,
including options for entertaining, snacks, and occasional
sweet treats.
Healthier Together is all about nourishing and cooking
for your body and your soul--and the best way to
accomplish that is with another person. Food writer and
health blogger Liz Moody once followed trendy diets and
ate solely for fuel, not for flavor. That changed when she
met her soon-to-be-boyfriend and they started cooking
nutrient- and vegetable-rich meals. She not only fell in
love with food again, but she also discovered that setting
goals and sticking to them is easier and more gratifying
when paired with someone else. Mincing garlic and
sautéing onions together eventually led the couple to
marriage--proving that good food really is the universal
connector! These 100+ flavor-packed recipes are
designed to be cooked and enjoyed by two people, plus
they're all gluten-free, dairy-free, and plant-centered.
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They include homemade alternatives for all the foods
you love to share, such as brunch, takeout, and sweet
treats. Indulge in Cardamom Banana Bread Pancakes
with Candied Coffee Walnuts, Cornflake "Fried" Chicken,
General Tso's Cauliflower, and Chocolate Tahini
Brownie Bites. Pick your partner--near or far--and get
ready to get healthy.
Trust Joanne Chang—beloved author of the bestselling
Flour and a Harvard math major to boot—to come up with
this winning formula: minus the sugar = plus the flavor.
The 60-plus recipes here are an eye-opener for anyone
who loves to bake and wants to cut back on the sugar.
Joanne warmly shares her secrets for playing up
delicious ingredients and using natural sweeteners, such
as honey, maple syrup, and fruit juice. In addition to
entirely new go-to recipes, she's also revisited classics
from Flour and her lines-out-the-door bakeries to feature
minimal refined sugar. More than 40 mouthwatering
photographs beautifully illustrate these revolutionary
recipes, making this a must-have book for bakers of all
skill levels.
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely
popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new
simple, vegan recipes that all require 10 ingredients or
less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare
Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012
to share her passion for simple cooking and quickly
gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this longawaited debut cookbook, Dana shares 101 vibrant,
simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly
gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous
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photography, this practical but inspiring cookbook
includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or
less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30 minutes or
less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées,
easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent
desserts—all on the table in a snap • Essential plantbased pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, stepby-step recipes with standard and metric ingredient
measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is
a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who
loves delicious food that happens to be healthy too.
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